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Locality History 

The suburb of Brunswick is part of the traditional land of the Wurundjeri who 

occupied this area, which they named Iramoo, for many thousands of years. The area 

achieved local governance as the newly formed Borough of Brunswick in 1857; the 

municipality was elevated to the Town of Brunswick in 1888 and to the City of 

Brunswick in 1908. Brunswick is now part of a larger municipal area, the City of 

Moreland, which was formed in 1994 through an amalgamation of the former City of 

Fitzroy, the former City of Coburg, and a small area of the former City of Fitzroy. 

 

Brunswick, located a few miles north of central Melbourne, was first surveyed in 

1839 to provide 16 farming allotments ranging in size from 100 to 300 acres. The 

early allotments each had a frontage to either the Moonee Ponds or Merri Creeks and 

to a rough north–south track that soon became known as the Sydney Road. The 

allotments were quickly sold over three auctions, mostly to private speculators, and 

re-subdivision began almost immediately. On the west side of Sydney Road James 

Simpson subdivided his allotment, creating Albert (then Carmarthen) and Victoria 

(then Llandillo) streets. When Thomas Wilkinson purchased the allotment on the 



opposite side of Sydney Road he extended Victoria and Albert streets. This pattern 

was repeated many times, and each time the land was divided into smaller and smaller 

allotments (Context 1990:10). In the 1840s the early settlement at the southern end of 

Brunswick on the west side of Sydney Road was known as Phillipstown. 

 

The Colony of Victoria expanded rapidly during the 1850s with the gold rushes and in 

the twenty years between 1846 and 1865 Brunswick's population grew from 146 to 

3000, creating a strong demand for housing. People were drawn by the considerable 

local industry, including stone quarries, brick-works and potteries, and steel works. 

The sequence of subdivision generally followed transport and access routes. The 

opening of the railway to Coburg in 1884 and the cable tram along Sydney Road in 

1887, providing direct access to the centre of the city of Melbourne, encouraged the 

subdivision and development of land along these routes. Sydney Road became a busy 

hub of commercial development, with the strip characterised by double-storey 

Victorian-era shopfronts, with many highly decorative ‘boom style’ examples. 

 

Brunswick developed as a self-contained and close-knit community that was home to 

rich and poor. Whilst the vast bulk of its housing was built for the working and artisan 

classes, there was also a sprinkling of more salubrious residences occupied by the 

middle-class factory owners, merchants and professionals, notable in Park Street and 

Brunswick Road. These were generally brick with some early bluestone examples. A 

large number of double-storey brick terraces in south Brunswick were erected in the 

period of the 1870s to 1890. Mansions were rare, with Michael Dawson’s 

‘Dawsonhurst’ built in the 1850s on his Phoenix Park estate (demolished 1880s) being 

a notable exception. 

 

The process of subdivision of the larger estates for house blocks accelerated rapidly 

during the economic boom of the 1880s, and was accompanied by an escalation in 

land prices; in the twenty years from 1865 to the 1880s the population of Brunswick 

more than tripled to 14,000. Many of the houses built during the boom were small 

cottages, particularly in the form of terrace housing, which were built to accommodate 

the growing number of workers employed in the expanding local industries. A large 

proportion of workers’ housing was erected a rental accommodation. Typically, it was 

the members of the local middle class and the aspiring working class, who were 

engaged in speculative housing development, became the landlords for many local 

workers’ rental accommodation. These small tenements were either weatherboard, 

often block-fronted, or built from locally made bricks and often using decorative bi-

chromatic treatments. A network of laneways served rear outside toilets on the narrow 

allotments. Although they were small dwellings with only a pocket handkerchief front 

garden, the workers’ cottages of Brunswick, like others across inner suburban 

Melbourne, were usually plumbed for cooking and washing purposes and ‘offered 

living space and a level of material comfort well beyond the reach of the urban poor 

in other countries’ (Dingle 1984: 173).  

 

The push for thrift, sobriety, self-improvement and industriousness among the poorer 

classes, keenly advocated by the Protestant churches, had its ultimate goal in home 

ownership (Davison 1978: 177). Building societies, which required members to make 

regular contributions, played an important role in enabling working men to acquire 

their own homes. Victoria’s first building society had been established in 1858 to help 

house the booming population on Bendigo’s goldfields. This was followed by a string 



of others, including the Fourth Victoria Permanent Building Society in 1867, which 

was responsible for constructing many Melburnian homes, including several 

throughout Brunswick and its surrounds (Victorian Building Societies Association 

1981:11-12). Building societies mushroomed during Melbourne’s property boom of 

the 1880s and their widespread operations made a significant contribution to 

speculative property development.  

 

Following the bank crash of 1891 and the extended depression of the 1890s, 

development ground to a halt. Many newly built houses in Brunswick were left vacant 

and many of the new estates offered for sale toward the end of the boom remained 

undeveloped until the early twentieth century (Historica 2010:59-62). There was 

considerable unemployment and financial distress amongst residents. Many were 

unable to keep up with the instalments on their new homes and faced foreclosure by 

the buildings societies. 

 

Development recommenced during the early-twentieth century when houses began to 

be built on the vacant nineteenth-century subdivisions. As such, many of the new 

dwellings were constrained by small narrow blocks. Also, perhaps due to the overall 

retarding effect of the depression, a relatively high proportion of new houses built in 

the early 1900s fit with the so-called ‘Victorian Survival’ style (c.1895–1914) 

(Johnston and Oliver 1994). Renewed local prosperity in the early 1900s was fuelled 

by a boom in industrial development in Brunswick, which benefited from the 

introduction of import duties after Federation. 

 

There was another burst of prosperity in the period following World War I and by 

1930 there were 300 factories in Brunswick, employing over 6000 workers (Historica 

2010:32). These were predominantly in the clothing, textiles and footwear industries, 

which employed a significant number of women workers. During this time, many of 

the nineteenth-century subdivisions were re-offered for sale whilst the remaining 

areas of farming land and large estates in the east and west of Brunswick were carved 

up to meet the unprecedented demand for housing. By the end of the 1930s the 

suburban development of Brunswick was almost complete (Context 1990:12). 

 

In 1905 the population had reached 24,000 and by 1928 it had more than doubled to 

55,799 (Barnes 1987:64). The rapid growth of Brunswick during the early twentieth 

century was once again driven by the expansion of employment opportunities and 

improvements to public transport. The crash of 1929 and the ensuing Great 

Depression hit Brunswick hard, with thousands of men and women out of work and 

facing financial distress. 

 

The large population was served by a large number of churches. The major Christian 

denominations had a strong presence in Brunswick and there was also a relatively 

strong representation of less common, minor sects. Hotels and picture theatres were 

also an important part of social life. Public buildings were well built, and were centred 

around the corner of Sydney Road and Dawson Street. The City of Brunswick opened 

Victoria Park in 1908 and opened the avant garde Brunswick Baths (HO61) in 1913, 

which was a notably early municipal swimming pool. Brunswick was not well 

endowed with areas for public recreation, which was compensated to some extent by 

the suburb’s close proximity to the extensive Royal Park. Some of its public parks, 



such as Gilpin Park and Clifton Park, were developed in more recent times on 

abandoned industrial land.  

 

After World War II, cheap housing in Brunswick attracted a growing migrant 

population, of predominantly European immigrants who had left war-torn Europe. 

Many migrants found employment in local factories, such as Craig and Seeley, 

Holeproof Hosiery, Lincoln Mills, Millers Ropeworks and Gordon Brothers. The 

influx of Europeans to the suburb saw many existing nineteenth century and early 

twentieth century dwellings modified and modernised, and suburban flower gardens 

transformed into productive fruit and vegetable gardens. Through the postwar 

decades, social and cultural life became richly diverse in terms of language, food and 

music, and Sydney Road developed a distinctive Mediterranean character. 

Commercial development was reinvigorated along Sydney Road, with many shop 

premises taken over by migrants, who opened businesses such as licensed 

delicatessens, restaurants and cafes, barber shops, green grocers and ‘continental’ 

butchers. Other shops and several picture theatres were demolished to make way for 

large supermarkets.  

 

Since the mid-nineteenth century, the character of the suburb of Brunswick has been 

strongly shaped by its early industrial development, left-wing politics and social 

diversity. In the early 1900s it became a strong bastion of the labour movement and in 

the 1930s was a stronghold of the Communist Party. In the latter decades of the 

twentieth century, Brunswick became known for its progressive environmental 

politics, reflected in its extensive use of Eucalypts and Melaleucas as street tree 

plantings. The many layers of history in Brunswick — from the 1840s and up until the 

postwar period, when it became the ‘most ethnically diverse’ suburb in Melbourne 

(McConville 1989: 127) — remain evident in the physical fabric of the suburb. 

 

Historical Context 

The natural deposits of compressed clays laid down some 400 million years ago 

became the resource for Brunswick’s famous brickmaking and pottery industries. 

Brickmaking in Brunswick commenced in the 1840s, attracting concentrations of 

industry and working-class settlement. Great clay pits were dug over a broad area 

between Lygon Street to the east, Pearson Street to the west, Tinning and Blyth 

Streets to the north and Brunswick Road to the south (Historica 2010:16).  

 

When the brickmaking and quarrying industries began to expand in the late 1850s and 

1860s, local hotels developed as centres for working-class activity, and prior to the 

erection of trades halls were the major venues for friendly society meetings and trade 

union organisation, with publicans often keeping a register of unemployed tradesmen.  

 

Many of Moreland’s hotels still bear the name of the trade or work theme associated 

with its drinkers, for example the Quarry Hotel, of 1857, at 101 Lygon Street. Today 

the hotel continues to provide hospitality although the bluestone quarries and the 

labourers it served have long since gone. The Phillipstown Hotel (later renamed the 

Carrington) was established in 1855–56 at 158 Union Street, reflecting the early name 

of this part of Brunswick. Both it and the nearby Union Hotel, built in 1859 at 109 

Union Street, were essentially brickworkers’ pubs serving a local community 

(Historica 2010:134-5). 

 



History 

The original Victoria Hotel, built in the early 1870s, that preceded the current 

building, was Brunswick’s 16th hotel, and the licensee was W.S. Allister. This 

building must have occupied a smaller site as in 1873 there were two shops connected 

on Leslie Street, however they were both demolished in 1925 when the hotel was 

rebuilt (Cunningham, Brunswick Community History Group & Brunswick Library, 

1999:4, 5 & 50).  

 
Victoria Hotel, undated photograph. (Not sourced, Victoria Hotel Facebook page 

www.facebook.com/pg/VictoriaHotelBrunswick/photos/) 

 

 

A tender notice for extensive alterations and extensions was advertised in 1925 by Joy 

& McIntyre consulting engineers and architects for J.B. Miller (Argus, 4 April 

1925:6). The description indicates that total demolition of the original hotel may not 

have occurred. 

 

The new Victoria Hotel at 380 Victoria Street, Brunswick, was constructed in 1925 

under the ownership of James Miller (Cunningham, Brunswick Community History 

Group & Brunswick Library, 1999:4, 5 & 50; RB 1924-1927). The net annual value 

of the property increased dramatically from £100 in December 1925 to £500 at the 

end of the following year (RB 1925-1927). This increase corresponds with the 

building of a larger structure.  

 

The hotel was erected ‘right in [the] midst of pottery country, the works and 

residences’ (Barnes 1987:23). A horse trough existed at one time in front of the hotel 

which had been a ‘favourite discussion place for local pundits’ (Cunningham, 

Brunswick Community History Group & Brunswick Library, 1999:50). The horse 

trough has since been removed.  
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Description and Integrity 

 

The Victoria Hotel at 380 Victoria Street, Brunswick, is a substantial Interwar 

Classical building that occupies a large site between Prentice and Leslie Streets, 

which may house the carcasse of an earlier hotel. Built to all three street boundaries, 

the Victoria Hotel is a solid three-dimensional structure in Victoria Street as a result 

of its location between two side streets. The site on the Prentice Street side is bounded 

by tall painted brick walls that enclose the rear yard and contain ancillary structures at 

the rear of the site. These walls could pre-date the current hotel and may relate to the 

earlier building on the site.  

 

The Victoria Hotel is complemented in the streetscape by a two-storey late Victorian 

style shop at 384 Victoria Street, both buildings providing a strong urban form in an 

otherwise (much altered) Victoria Street. The Prentice Street elevation (closest to the 

railway line) is designed as a subsidiary frontage with all the detail of the front carried 

around to this side. Leslie Street presents a less formal elevation with simple painted 

brickwork rather than the smooth render of the remainder of the building. A corner 

entry is recessed at the Prentice Street /Victoria Street intersection. There is a first-

floor deck at the rear of the hotel which is a later alteration. A photograph on the 

Victoria Hotel Facebook page shows the building prior to the removal of tiles and 

before the window and door alterations to the ground floor Victoria Street elevation.  

 



The Victoria Hotel is designed in a simple Interwar Classical style and has a formality 

to the composition of the front elevation. The ground floor has a pattern of large arch-

headed windows, although alterations to the ground floor have changed two openings 

and inserted recessed floor to ceiling glazing. This has involved some structural 

change to the front wall. The first floor has a cornice with corbelled brackets and a 

parapet that notes the date of the building in applied lettering. The name is similarly 

applied to the frontage. A central recessed balcony forms a feature of the upper floor, 

set between four Victorian-style sash windows.  

 

Comparative Analysis 

There are several Interwar hotels built in either small commercial areas away from the 

main, or in residential streets. These generally are located on corners and have 

frontages to two or more streets. Several have been converted to apartments.   

 

The Carrington Hotel, 158-161 Union Street, Brunswick, built in 1928 (HO181), is a 

fine example of the Interwar Classical style with symmetrical composition and a 

central projecting balcony (now glazed). Its corner location is a landmark in the 

predominantly residential street. It has now been adapted as apartments.  

 

 
Carrington Hotel, 158-162 Union Street, Brunswick, HO181 

 

The Union Hotel, 109 Union Street, Brunswick (HO139), appears to be an Interwar 

remodelling of an earlier hotel as it still retains some of its Victorian architectural 

detailing and chimneys. It has however been simplified at the parapet level to 

resemble a more modern building. It retains its hotel use.   

 

 
Union Hotel, 109 Union Street, Brunswick, HO139 (significant within the 

Phillipstown precinct) 



 

The Caledonian Hotel is an Interwar Classical style hotel that has been adapted for 

apartments. Its façade however is relatively intact and features a central upper level 

recessed balcony and ground floor porch with square columns. It was assessed for this 

Study but not recommended for an HO given its major alterations.  

 

 
Caledonian Hotel, 153 Weston Street, Brunswick East, no HO.  

 

When compared with the above examples the site of the Victoria Hotel has a higher 

level of integrity that either the Carrington or the Caledonian hotels, having retained 

its original use as a hotel since 1873. As a result of retaining use, its integrity as an 

Interwar hotel is higher that the other examples and its design is more representative 

of the Interwar period in architecture than the remodelled Union Hotel.  

 

 

 

  



Statement of Significance 

 

What is Significant? 

The Victoria Hotel at 380 Victoria Street, Brunswick, including the brick walls 

enclosing the rear yard, is significant.  

 

How is it significant? 

The Victoria Hotel at 380 Victoria Street, Brunswick, is of local historical, 

architectural and aesthetic significance to the City of Moreland. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Victoria Hotel at 380 Victoria Street, Brunswick, is historically significant as a 

place operating as licensed premises since 1873. Situated near the potteries and 

brickworks area of Brunswick, the Victoria Hotel, under the ownership of original 

licence of W.S. Allister, would have provided a welcome place for the many local 

employees of these industries. The current building is historically significant as a 

transformation of the original hotel on the same site to a more generous facility in 

1925 by Joy & McIntyre, consulting engineers and architects. (Criterion A) 

 

The Victoria Hotel is a representative example of the hotels established in Moreland 

in the Interwar period. It is one of several hotels in Brunswick including the Union, 

Carrington and Caledonian that were established off Sydney Road and close to the 

areas of major employment including the potteries, ropeworks and brickworks. It is a 

fine example of Interwar Classicism which seems to have been a hallmark 

architectural style for hotels of the period, and is the only one of the three (Carrington, 

Caledonian and Victoria) to maintain its use. (Criterion D) 

 

The Victoria Hotel is aesthetically significant for its contribution to the Victoria Street 

environment. Together with the shop at 384 Victoria Street, the hotel provides a 

strong presence in the streetscape. An important attribute of the Victoria Hotel is its 

three-dimensional form with frontages to Leslie and Prentice Streets. Other attributes 

include the brick walls on Prentice Street that enclose the rear yard (and may be 

remnants of the earlier building), the corner entrance and the architectural detailing to 

the façade. The Victoria Hotel is aesthetically significant for the elements of the 

façade including the recessed first floor balcony, the parapet and cornice detail, upper 

floor windows and the large arch-headed windows on the ground floor. The lettering 

indicating the date of construction and the name contribute to aesthetic value. 

(Criterion E) 

 

Planning Control Recommendations 

 

Recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Moreland 

Planning Scheme as an individually Significant place. 

 

Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the 

Moreland Planning Scheme: 

 

External Paint Colours  

Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface? 

No 

Internal Alteration Controls  No 



Is a permit required for internal alterations?   

Tree Controls  

Is a permit required to remove a tree? 

No 

Victorian Heritage Register 

Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage 

Register? 

No 

Incorporated Plan  

Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site? 

No 

Outbuildings and fences exemptions  

Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt 

from notice and review?  

No 

 

Prohibited uses may be permitted  

Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which 

would otherwise be prohibited?  

No 

 

Aboriginal Heritage Place 

Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is 

subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage 

Act 2006? 

No 

 

 

 

  


